
FROM THE WORKERS' POINT OF VIEW
BY NAHUM SABSAY

WHY the strikes? I ask the
question with all the concern
of a man who has just lost

over a thousand dollars in wages be-
cause of a strike and —what was, and
still is, even more painful — lost the
kind of job that is not easy to replace.

It was not our strike. Our union.
Tool and Die Makers Lodge 1176 of
the International Association of Ma-
chinists, was carrying on negotiations
for a new contract with a group of em-
ployers, with no trouble in sight. But
things were not so smooth between
an affiliated organization. Machinists
Lodge 68, and another group of em-
ployers in the city, who had also begun
negotiations for a new contract. There
always had been trouble between the
two, and their negotiations broke down
almost immediately. The 18,000 mem-
bers of "68" walked out, throwing an
additional 40,000 men out of work, in-
cluding us. In exasperation the man-
agement of our shop moved it to a small
town a hundred miles away.

One of the most disheartening ele-
ments in that strike, as in nearly all
other strikes, was this: There was
scarcely a man among the 12,000 strikers
who believed he would get the 30%
increase in wages the men voted to de-
mand. Nor were there many among the
employers who even hoped the men
would accept the 10% they offered in-
stead. Both sides knew from the very
beginning that the figure they would
eventually have to compromise on
would lie somewhere halfway between
10% and 30%. It turned out to be
18%. But that figure was not settled
on until the strike — and a very mean
strike it was — was four months and a
few days old.

Why Are Relations Strained?

What causes such strike occurrences?
Is it the unreasonableness on one side
or both? The inability to evaluate the
situation realistically? The touchiness
of either side expressed in the you-
can't-do-that-to-me attitude? Irrespon-
sibility? Some other shortcoming of
what people call human nature? Or is
there something in the relation between
labor and management which never
fails to bring out on both sides all that
is mean in human nature while keeping
down all that is good in it?

I think there is something. In fact, I
know there is. I have seen it at work
everywhere, even when I was not look-
ing for it. Perhaps the best way to show
what I mean is to tell some of my own
experiences.

Management Doesn't Talk to Labor.
One experience in particular often
comes to my mind as I watch, or become
involved in, or get hurt by, the war
between labor and management. This
happened 25 years ago, at the bottom of
the depression which followed World
War I. With the aid of a friend of mine
who knew the manager of a small zinc
mine near Edwards in the northern
part of New York State, I succeeded in
getting a job as pick and shovel man.
The reason this particular mine was
operating while nearly all other mines
in the country were shut down was the
character of its ore. It was remarkably
free of lead admixture and hence could
be used where ores from other zinc
mines were unsuited.

The mine was located directly under
the Oswegatchie River and was ex-
tremely wet. Water poured in from
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everywhere; it cascaded frotn the roof
of the workings, spouted from the walls,
and ran underfoot, in places knee deep.
We worked in oilcloth slickers, high
rubber boots, and sou'westers, which
kept our bodies in constant perspiration
while our faces and hands were pricked
by cold. There were a number of other
hardships and inconveniences, some of
which could have been eliminated with
little expense to the company. Our pay
was $2.75 a day for an eight-hour day,
$1.25 to $1.50 a day less than the wages
current in the western mines before the
shutdown. But those were days when
men took what management was willing
to pay.

As was to be expected, the combina-
tion of low wages and poor working
conditions told on the men's morale
and efficiency. They were restless, dis-
gruntled, and careless; they hated the
foreman and the superintendent; and
they accused the manager of making
the company and himself rich by squeez-
ing the men.

They had reason to dislike the fore-
man and the superintendent, but they
were wrong regarding the manager.
The friend-who got the job for me told
me that the mine was not making
money — the price of zinc was much too
low to allow even a small profit — and
he gave me figures to prove his claim.
The reason the manager kept the mine
producing, he explained, instead of
shutting it down and saving his very
limited resources of ore until better
prices returned, was the condition of
the mine. Even if it had been shut
down, the repair work and the heavy
pumping of water would have had to
go on. And the company's finances
could not stand for very long the siza-
ble expense with no money coming in.
Once, because I was still comparatively
young, I tried to share my information

with half a dozen men who shoveled
with me in a stope. Their langracioiis
rejoinder silenced me abruptly.

A few days later the foreman told us
that beginning the next week we would
work nine hours a day, instead of eight,
with no increase in wages.

One had to he no prophet to predict
the result. There was anger; the men's
bitterness reached a new high and their
morale a new low; the carelessness in
handling the company's property be-
came even greater than before, merging
on occasions into outright sabotage.
But of an increase in output there was
no sign. Only on the jobs where the
machines — pumps, crushers, concen-
trators, hoists, and so forth — did the
work and men merely tended them, did
the extra hour probably do the company
some good. I suppose that was what the
manager had counted upon since he
must have known just as well as anyone
what the men's reaction would be.

I resented the additional hour of work
— without pay — in the blackness, wet,
and chill of the underground as much
as the rest of the men did. But what
bothered me especially was the high-
handed manner in which it was im-
posed upon us. I thought the manager,
if he had to do it, could have done it
differently. But I admit that had I been
asked how it should be done, I would
have had no reply. I knew it would
have done him no good to call a meet-
ing of the miners and tell them of the
alternative which faced him: to lower
the cost or shut down the mine. In
the first place, it was not in him to
reason with a crowd, and still less
was it in him to appeal to the men
who worked for him. In the second
place, the men's distrust of the com-
pany and all who represc:nted it was
so deep and their antagonism toward
their employers was so strong that
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even a dozen meetings would not have
moved them.

Yet I was certain, dead certain, that
in some way or other they could have
been induced to cooperate, and each
man would have broken or shoveled an
additional ton or two of ore. Of course
they still would have grumbled and
sworn, but that would have been for
form's sake only. After all, they were a
fine crowd of men, largely the same men
who only four years earlier had made
up the bulk of the American Army,
Navy, Marine Corps, and Merchant
Marine, and of whom all Americans
were so justly proud.

I saw those men expose themselves
to what looked like sure death to rescue
men trapped in underground workings;
1 saw them do the same thing to save the
company's property, their attitude to-
ward the company notwithstanding.
Fair play was in their make-up. They
showed that daily in a number of ways,
provided, of course, they were not
aroused at the time. What is more, in
that particular case there was a special
reason which would have induced them
to cooperate with the management had
they been approached in the right way.
Most of the men were not miners by
trade but farmers from the neighbor-
hood. The mine was one of the very
few industrial enterprises for many
miles around and one of the very few
places in the vicinity where they could
get a job in the off seasons on the farms.
It was to their interest to have the mine
going, and they knew it well.

Labor Doesn't Talk to Management.
Take another of my experiences, a fairly
recent one. This was in a machine shop
down the San Francisco peninsula. It
was a fairly good place to work. The
manager, even if detached and some-
what austere, was a decent man; the

superintendent was an easygoing man
who never had much to say; and the
foreman was "one swell guy." It so
happened that the foreman quit, how-
ever, and the management — as man-
agement often does — gave the job to a
man who was not fit for it. He was one
of our machinists, a middling sort of
worker, a snooper, a braggart, and a
vilifier.

Things began to happen immedi-
ately. A few of our best toolmakers and
machinists left. Some of the others told
the new foreman that if he ever came
near them, they would "knock his block
off." Those who were in no position to
take an open stand against him and
against the few men who found it wise
tp side with him, pestered them all on
the sly. Within a short time the shop
began to "stink," as the men put it, and
production began to fall off. Because
jobs then were not so plentiful as they
are now, even the men who quit had to
endure certain hardships. In other
words, all lost and no one gained any-
thing.

Why didn't we do something about
it? What could we do? We could not
send a committee to see the manager
and tell him how we felt about our new
foreman. This is not done in shops, not
often at any rate. The men know how
easily management brands as "trouble-
maker" anyone who even ever so gently
criticizes the way things are run in the
shop. But suppose we did the unusual,
what would have happened? Chances
were ten to one that the manager would
have told the committee that nobody
was going to tell him how to run his
shop. Of course, we could have gone
on strike. In similar circumstances
workmen sometimes do. When they
do, newspapers publish mocking stories
whose tone is: Can you beat it? They
strike because they don't like theii
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boss! And people who read those stories
smile bitterly and wish for laws to "curb
labor."

Wall between Management and
Labor. Off and on, for over a quarter
of a century now, I have been working
in shops, mines, mills, and smelters —
at times behind a desk but mostly be-
hind a machine or at the bench or even
witli a pick and shovel. And in nearly
every place I found very much the same
conditions: more or less autocratic
bosses and resentful, critical men who
work for them. The two are in daily
contact; yet they do not mix. They
work on the same thing; yet they do not
work together. They speak the same
words, they address each other, some-
times laugh and joke together; yet they
do not sf>eak the same language. At
best they are strangers. But ordinarily
they are enemies in a state of temporary
truce. If there is a fresh misunderstand-
ing or irritation or grievance — whether
real or seeming — nothing is done about
it. Thus it adds itself to an already
huge accumulation of other misunder-
standings, other irritations, other griev-
ances. Nothing is done about it, except
in a very limited number of industrial
organizations, because no one seems to
know the right thing to do. No one
knows the right approach to it, and,
worst of all, everyone seems to believe
there is no right approach.

Clearly there is a wall between man-
agement and labor, and the workman
is bitter against management. He is
unhappy in his shop, and the cause lies
deeper than his feeling that his wages
are not sufficient or tjiat his working
conditions are inadequate. Certainly
part of his grievance centers around
the men who stand between him and
management: the foreman, superin-
tendent, efficiency engineer, personnel

director, and also some of the people
in the office.

Unhappiness in the Shop. The fore-
man and superintendent are ordinarily
the two most responsible for the bad
morale in the shop. They are seldom
what they should be or could be. Re-
cently some attempts have been made
to teach the foremen to be human. It
would help tremendously if manage-
ment, having taught the foremen to be
human, did the same thing with the
majority of superintendents. But the
presence of meanness, arrogance, and
partiality in foremen and superintend-
ents is not their only shortcoming.
They are often poor organizers, fre-
quently complicating the men's tasks
while demanding from them greater
and greater output. Sometimes they
get away with it; sometimes in resent-
ment the men slow down.

The now famed "snafus" are not con-
fined to the Navy and Army. Many a
shop has its share of them. They are
not called that, but their nature and
effect are the same. Now here, now
there, you can hear a man throwing
down his tools angrily and can hear his:
"What the hell's the use trying when
those fellows in the office can't make up
their minds what they want? Look at
this!"

It is easy to imagine what a man feels
when he is expected to turn out a stated
quantity of work a day and then has to
waste his time struggling with a machine
which should have been junked long
ago, or struggling with dull and chipped
cutters, or wandering all over the shop
in search of machine accessories and
equipment which everyone in the
shop uses while no one is held re-
sponsible for their return to the proper
place. Add to that the foreman's in-
cessant inquiring glances and his re-
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peated asking: "What's holding you
up, man?"

Then think of the old, dark buildings
with no ventilation and poor lights in
which shops are usually housed. Think
of the grit, dust, and oil all around, of
the crushing monotony of the dreary
work which most of the men in shops
have to perform day in and day out.
Think of what a man.feels on going to
bed at night and on awakening next
morning when he sees before him still
another day of the same drudgery, an-
other day of hours that creep with
unbelievable slowness. An<J don't you
believe anyone who tells you that the
workmen don't mind all that; that they
are used to it; and that, besides, they
don't know better.

They do know better, and they feel
intensely that in some way or other
they are getting a raw deal.

Progress at a Standstill
As I compare the shops as I knew

them when I first went to work with
the shops of today, I find myself agree-
ing fully with the oft-repeated observa-
tion concerning the amazing improve-
ment in techniques and production
methods within the last three decades
and the nearly stationary character of
labor-management relations.

Indeed, technical improvements have
been endless and wondrous. Miracle-
working machines, instruments, and
equipment, new materials of astound-
ing qualities, and new methods of
manufacturing have been coming in
steadily — all rapidly increasing and
speeding up prcJiduction, often more
than doubling the output of each man.

On the other hand, the relations
between labor and management — ex-
cept for a few bright spots scattered
over the country — are still very much
the same as I knew them of old. Man-

agement still considers labor as the bane
of its life, an uncouth, unreasonable,
demanding, ungrateful collection of
men; while labor sees management as
an aggregation of something akin to
human spiders. True, some of the
shops now have welfare personnel,
grievance committees, and management-
labor committees; but those are not
nearly so effective as they are played up
to be. Often, too, the small amount of
good they do is offset by the resentment
management feels at being forced to
woo and coddle labor instead of giving
orders, and by labor's not always wise
use of the newly won concessions.

Labor still smarts from its recent
experience with "stool pigeons," 'goril-
las," "goon squads," "Finks," "Pinker-
tons," the arbitrary firings and black-
listings. And it is certain these
phenomena are not dead and buried —
only more or less temporarily pushed
into the background by the emergency
of the war and a Federal Administra-
tion friendly to labor. It is just as cer-
tain that they will all come back with
a bang should management in one way
or another regain its former power.

To say that labor-management rela-
tions are what they were 20 or 30 years
ago is really understating the case. As
far as the active struggle between the
two is concerned, things have become a
great deal worse and are obviously on
the way to becoming immeasurably
more so. Strikes in the past, even if
widespread and often violent, were in
the nature of spontaneous, haphazard,
uncoordinated, easily crushed affairs,
while now they have become well-
planned, well-timed, and thoroughly
supported undertakings. There is very
little that is haphazard and unprepared
in the strikes nowadays. They hit when
and where it hurts most, and they do
so simultaneously in many places.

5 3
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Labor now has a number of extraordi-
narily shrewd and able men among its
leaders who have proved rejieatedly
that they are frequently able to out-
smart and outmaneuver management,
politicians, and the Administration.
Similarly, management no longer fights
singly as it did in the past but has joined
in city, state, and even nationwide or-
ganization imder the leadership of ex-
perienced, determined, and unshrinking
men, assisted by all that big money and
influence put at their disposal.

There is something else: American
labor, more than I ever knew it to be,
is now conscious of its tremendous im-
portance, power, and rights. The same
forces which are moving the working
classes the world over to the left are
beginning to operate in this country
also. Here it is not Communism, and
it is not Socialism. No one knows ex-
actly what it will be. But whatever form
it takes, it will bring closer the time of
the decisive battle between capital and
labor. We all know the sweep and
thoroughness with which American
labor organizes things once it sets its
mind to a task.

Capital and management read well
the signs of what is in the offing. Wit-
ness the number of talks on the radio
and the still greater number of paid
advertisements covering pages of maga-
zines and newspapers in defense, praise,
and glorification of private enterprise
— incidentally, a singularly ineffective
method since very few of those whom
these talks and advertisements intend
to reach read or see them, and those few
who do merely grin and observe con-
tentedly: "The Big Fellows are getting
scared."

In short, it is apparent to anyone who
has watched management-labor rela-
tions for many years that they are now
at a stage where they cannot remain for

any length of time. They must move
either one way or another.

Can Relations Improve?
We all know that relations can be-

come even worse than they are now.
The question is: Can they improve?
Can management and labor break down
the formidable wall that keeps them
apart, clean away the debris, come to-
gether, and work together? I say:
"Yes!" Management and labor can
work together.

On the Labor Side. Knowing the
American workman as long and as in-
timately as I do, I cannot see what other
answer I could give. My 25 years' addi-
tional acquaintance with him still fur-
ther strengthens the picture I had of
him at the time I worked at the zinc
mine. He is a sensible, kindhearted,
and helpful fellow, resourceful, indus-
trious, quick to grasp instrtictions; and
he doesn't shrink from even the meanest
job when it has to be done. He has a
good sense of humor, a smile comes
easily to his face and banter to his lips.
Although not easily taken in by "soap"
and "bunk," he is responsive to unaf-
fected kindness and a genuine interest
in him. In teamwork he is superb. If
in a strike he acts the way he does, it is
often because he is driven to it, because
he has no choice unless, of course, he is
willing to lose the strike. Sometimes it
is because he knows no ottier method
of achieving what is to him a fair and
just aim. Sometimes it is because he
does not know better. But most often
it is because his thinking and his emo-
tions are conditioned by the morale of
the shop, by the atmosphere of the
union hall, by the memories of his past
dealings with employers, and by the
ever-present fear that sooner or later
there will come again long, jobless
months.
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The political conservatism of the
American workman is well known. At
a time when labor the world over is
stampeding to the left, and he too is
being strongly pushed in that direction
by tlie shortsightedness and mistakes of
management, he moves slowly and hesi-
tatingly. Even when organized, he is
not a strong union man. More often
than not he takes a cynical attitude to-
ward his union and toward its leaders.
He is annoyed by the struggle between
the AFL and the CIO, by the strife be-
tween locals of the same affiliation. He
is disgusted and embittered by the hold
of the racketeers on a number of large
and important labor groups. If, in
spite of all, he sticks to his organization
and fights for it, it is because he remem-
bers well how things were in the shop
before the union organized it and be-
cause he knows how things would be
should his union be smashed.

On the Management Side. But since
it takes two to inaugurate and maintain
such dealings, what about the other
side, management? Have the men who
make up management got what it takes
to do it? To say that they have not is to
speak nonsense. In America especially
there is no difference whatever between
the natures of the men who make up
labor and those who make up manage-
ment. Both are of the same clay. There
is a difference, however, in their con-
cepts, thoughts, and emotions. But this
difference, as far as mutual attitude is
concerned, is not inherent, it is condi-
tioned — conditioned by self-interest,
circumstances, and associations. What
makes it so supremely grave is the fact
that in the conditioning processes of
each side, the other is the villain.

There is, however, a common charac-
teristic in those two sets of clashing con-
cepts, thoughts, and emotions. Either

set is given up more readily than the
misconceptions, biases, and prejudices
which make nations and races hate each
other. How else can we explain the
ease with which thousands of men who
yearly move from the workmen's side
to that of management — even if only
as foremen or superintendents — be-
come in a very short time indistinj^uish-
able in their attitude and outlook from
those who only yesterday were their
superiors? Apparently they completely
forget what they thought and felt only
awhile backl And how else would we
explain the complete change in the
mental and emotional attitude of a man
who — as often happens, too — once has
been a boss himself but is now forced
ta hire himself out as a workman and
becomes one in outlook and reactions
as well?

Whether openly and unashamedly or
politely and in a concealed form, the
world of business and industry is still
very largely that of dog eat dog, and big
fish eat little fish. It is a world where
nithlessness is still very largely at a pre-
mium and where it brings great re-
wards. And since the rising conscious-
ness and self-assertion of labor directly
menace those rewards, the general atti-
tude of the industrialist, businessman,
financier, and management is that labor
by all means must be put in its place
and must be made to behave.

Lately, however, some industrial and
business enterprises have discovered
that there are also great, if not greater,
rewards in carrying on according to the
rules: "Live and let live," "Don't kill
the goose which lays the golden eggs,"
and "Use sugar to catch flies with."
Some of them apply the same rules to
their dealings with labor, and the re-
sults they achieve show that it is worth
doing. Some employers have found that
it is entirely possible to sell themselves
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to their employees lock, stock, and bar-
rel, and make their men fanatically
loyal to them — as Bill Jack of Jack and
Heinz did during the war.

The Road to Success. The wall is not
removed only by the kind of spectacular
benefits that Bill Jack is said to have
bestowed on his employees. Twenty-
one years ago I worked in a rice mill in
San Francisco where all the men were
strongly loyal to our employer and
worked with extraordinary gusto al-
though we had no pay above the then-
prevailing wages and a decent bonus at
Christmas. A few days before my par-
ticular job was finished, the boss called
me to his city office -̂  instructing me
not to punch out my time — and gave
me a few letters of introduction to his
business friends. Within a couple of
days I had a new job when jobs were
still hard to get.

There is not a single worker but can
tell of a place or two where he worked
at one time or another where the big
boss was a "prince of a fellow" and
the superintendent and foremen were
"great guys"; where a man had to be
"damned good" to get a job, and where
the waiting list was so long "you might
just as well forget it." There would be
many more such bright spots had all
the industrial and business organiza-
tions that made efforts to establish
friendly relations with labor succeeded.
But, alas, their efforts either failed com-
pletely or succeeded indifferently.

I see clearly why they failed. It is for
the same reason that I have emphasized
from the outset: the lack of broad con-
tact between labor and management.
Management tried to reach the men
without breaking down the wall that
separates them. It acted without exact
knowledge of what there is on the other
side of the wall; without a knowledge

of what it is that makes the men there
so moody, bitter, lax, indifferent, and
suspicious. It did for the men what it
thought they wanted or needed. And
the men accepted the benefits much in
the same spirit that an unhappy wife
accepts presents from her errant hus-
band.

Annual picnics for the employees,
Christmas parties in the shop, cafeterias,
clean washrooms — and. Lord, how
those are still needed in a great many
places! — better lighting and ventila-
tion, a nurse on the premises, health
insurance, a personnel director, labor
management committees, all suit men
fine. But they are accepted with the
comment: "They don't do it for you,
brother; they do it to help themselves!'

It would be different if management
had access to the workmen's responsive-
ness and confidence; if it were able to
bring out in the open their grievances,
irritations, and fears. Now all these are
accumulating in the men's minds and
hearts, the worst of all possible places
to allow grievances and fears to remain.
The griping, the beefing, which many
of them carry on endlessly among them-
selves feeds the discontent and spreads
it out; that is what creates the explosive
mood and temper of labor, and that is
what often finds its expression in the
wage and hour disputes, jurisdictional
strikes, grievance strikes, and plain silly
strikes, where the professed reason is
not always the real and deep-seated
cause of the disturbance.

The Challenge for Management

For the last few weeks one could not
turn on the radio or pick up a news-
paper without hearing or seeing dis-
courses or harangues regarding the dire
need for cooperation between manage-
ment and labor. Financiers, industri-
alists, government officials, business-
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men, economists on one side, and labor
leaders on the other, all but shout from
the roof tops, inviting or demanding it
and letting everyone know what will
happen if it is not established. But
what each side actually wants is shown
the moment the two sit down around
a conference table. Each side insists
that the other should do the major
part of cooperating; each is willing
to yield only here and there on minor
issues.

There is no getting around it.
Neither side is ye* ready for full-hearted
open-minded cooperation. As things
stand now, nothing workable and last-
ing can be achieved nor would "take"
if imposed from outside, say by Congress
or Presidential order. As I have indi-
cated repeatedly, there stands an intan-
gible yet formidable wall between the
two — a wall generations old of mis-

trust, misunderstanding, prejudice, and
animosity which only well-planned,
patient, and skillful toil can remove.
Until that wall is removed, there is no
use trying to establish cooperation be-
tween those who are separated by it.

We cannot expect labor to under-
take its removal. By the very nature of
things it is management's job. But be-
fore management undertakes ithis, it
must convince labor by its attitude and
actions that bygones are bygones. Then,
and only then, labor too will begin
to change its ways and will come to the
conference table with a warm hand-
shake and a smile in its eyes.

One way to bring that about is to
create an entirely different kind of labor
relations directors and personnel man-
agers. Those who now predominate
fail utterly in their dealings with men
who work with their hands.






